
Animals in Winter Books 

 
 Red Sled by Lita Judge 

Woodland creatures take a child’s red sled 

for a joy ride in this nearly wordless picture 

book.  The animals’ expressions and spot 

on sound effects make this great to share 

with a group despite the lack of text. 

Time to Sleep by Denise Fleming 

When bear smells winter in the air, she 

tells snail, who tells skunk, and so on and 

so forth until the message comes full circle 

and ladybug wakes bear up just to tell her 

to go back to sleep.  Fleming’s unique 

illustrations are an added plus to this 

winter tale. 

Bear Snores On by Karma Wilson 

A hibernating bear wakes up to a party in this 

charming picture book.  With lush, warm 

illustrations and rhyming text that features a 

repetitive refrain that kids will love shouting out, 

this book is perfect for a winter animals theme! 

Old Bear by Kevin Henkes 

An old bear hibernates for the winter and 

dreams of times gone past and the beauty of 

other seasons.  This story leads to a great 

discussion about what kind of things bears 

would dream about. 

A Little Bit of Winter 

By Paul Stewart 

In this picture book, a rabbit saves a little bit 

of winter for a hibernating hedgehog.  

Children will delight over rabbit saving a 

snowball for spring, and this book is great 

for a discussion about what winter’s like. 

Waiting for Winter 

By Sebastian Meschenmoser 

The illustrations steal the show in this 

picture book.  The mostly brown and black 

pictures invoke the sense of a drab winter, 

but the animal character’s predictions of 

what snow is will have the children 

laughing. 

Bear has a Story to Tell 

By Philip C. Stead 

In this story, bear wants to tell his 

forest friends a story, but finds that 

he has to wait until after winter.  

When spring arrives, he forgets his 

story, but has his friends to help him 

remember. 

Animals in Winter  

by Martha E. H. Rustad 

This nonfiction title features fantastic 

photographs of animals in winter and 

also introduces some great vocabulary 

words such as “migration” and 

“hibernation”. 
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